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Frequently Asked Questions 

Spain Meal Vouchers  
Meal Voucher Amount and Usage Requirements FAQs:  

 

No meal vouchers are given for days not worked. E.g., during public holidays, leave of absence, 

time off. This means that the meal voucher monthly amount will be reduced based on the actual 

worked days reported. 

No meal vouchers are provided throughout the holidays. To ensure that this is correctly 

calculated, the meal voucher card will not be recharged for the month of August, even if the employee 

takes annual leave on other month of the year. If an employee takes a leave different than vacation 

during the month of August, the days of absence will be discounted from the next available order.  

As amounts are paid upfront. if an employee takes e.g., sick leave on a specific month, the reduction 

on the meal voucher amount will be applicable on the following available order/month. This will be 

the case for any other leaves of absence that the employee takes during an ongoing month, tracks 

after the order is submitted or tracks for past months. In some cases, the meal voucher regularization 

could take two or more months, depending on whether time off has been tracked correctly and on 

time. 

For example:  

February has 20 working days, but the employee took one “take a break” day in January and tracked it 

tardively. The February refill will be done effective for 19 days (209€ in total) If the days of absence are 

tracked before February order is submitted. If not, these will be discounted in the next order.  

September has 22 working days. However, an employee was absent due to illness for 3 working days in 

August and took a move day off. The refill in September will be done for a total of 18 days (198€), 

provided the days of absence have been tracked before the order for September recharge is placed. If 

not, these days will be discounted in the next available order.  

Regulation may be processed in multiple orders in case the number of days of absence to deduct 

are more than the total working days on the month of the recharge.  

For instance:  

November has 20 working days. However, an employee was absent for the whole month due 

to bereavement leave and the absence was tracked tardively or after the November order has 

been placed: some days will be discounted in December (which has 14 working days) and the 

remaining days will be removed from January recharge.  

Meal voucher cards can be used at any catering business part of the Edenred network. Usually 

they display the “Ticket Restaurant” logo outside the business, but this also can be checked on the 

Edenred website. 

 


